Membrane fusion without cytoplasmic fusion (hemi-fusion) in erythrocytes that are subjected to electrical breakdown.
There are many reports of hemi-fusion in phospholipid vesicles but few published studies on hemi-fusion in cells. We report evidence from both fluorescence microscopy and freeze-fracture electron microscopy for hemi-fusion in the electrofusion of human erythrocytes. We have also characterised the conditions that favour hemi-fusion as opposed to complete fusion, and discuss the possibility that hemi-fusion might precede complete electrically-induced cell fusion. A membrane probe (DiIC16) and a cytoplasmic probe (6-carboxyfluorescein) were used to investigate the behaviour of doubly-labelled human erythrocytes which were aligned in chains by dielectrophoresis and then exposed to high voltage breakdown pulses. Some of the cells were fused by the pulses, as shown by diffusion of both membrane and cytoplasmic probes from labelled to unlabelled cells. With other cells, the membrane probe diffused into unlabelled cells after the breakdown pulses, without the cytoplasmic probe diffusing into unlabelled cells or leaking into the medium. Membrane fusion (hemi-fusion) thus occurred without cytoplasmic fusion in these erythrocytes. Such cells were irreversibly, but fragilely, attached to their neighbours by the breakdown pulses. There was an inverse relationship between conditions that permit complete fusion and those that favour hemi-fusion, with respect to breakdown pulse length, breakdown voltage and, in particular, osmolarity and temperature. The incidence of hemi-fusion in 250 mM erythritol was twice that in 150 mM erythritol, and hemi-fusion was 5-fold greater at 25 degrees C than at 20 degrees C. Hemi-fused erythrocytes occasionally fused completely on heating to 50 degrees C, demonstrating that hemi-fusion can proceed to complete cell fusion. Freeze fracture electron micrographs of preparations of hemi-fused cells revealed long-lived, complementary depressions and protrusions on the E- and P-fracture faces, respectively, of tightly apposed cells that may mediate hemi-fusion. The possibility that the fusion of closely adjacent human erythrocytes by electrical breakdown pulses may involve an intermediate, shared bilayer structure, which is stable in certain conditions but which can be ruptured by osmotic swelling of the permeabilised cells, is discussed.